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ral suspension modes, with a dierent feedback mechanism for each mode (\modal
damping"), as is done on LIGO suspensions, or they can be sensed and acted upon
independently, as long as the system is not overdetermined (\point-to-point damp-
ing"), as is done in GEO600 suspensions. Both of these systems, however, suer
the risk of introducing excess forces due to the imperfect and unbalanced sensing




Hz) introduces excess angular motion
just below the tolerances for the LIGO detector, but the same sensors will be too
noisy for advanced LIGO detectors. This is however, a problem only relevant for
locking acquisition: when in operation, interferometric (\wavefront") sensors can
be used whose noise is negligible compared with tolerances. The limiting noise in
the actuators is severely constrained by the maximum horizontal motion they can
produce, so there are no additional constrained posed by the angular noise they may
produce. However, the angular noise introduced by unbalanced forces is a serious
problem in the LIGO detectors that needs a careful tuning of the actuators, taking
into account the pendulum dynamics
4
.
The power spectral density of the thermal noise, or brownian motion, of the
mirrors is determined by the dissipation mechanisms in the suspension, which in
the ideal situation are due to material properties of the suspensions wires. A calcu-
lation of the angular thermal motion can be done using the Fluctuation-Dissipation
theorem, but the needed calculation is the observation of the angular motion by the
interferometer: this depends on the angles between the axes of the optical cavities
and the suspension axes. This calculation has been done for LIGO suspensions by
the author
5
, and shows that the angular thermal noise will not limit the detec-
tor sensitivity. However, this calculation needs to be done for advanced detectors,
where angular noise may represent a signicant contributor.
In conclusion, we suggest that angular noise of suspended mirrors does not limit
the sensitivity of LIGO detectors, but only when extreme care is taken care with
control cross couplings. The safety margin is less than an order of magnitude for
some of the sources, which suggests that angular noise needs to be carefully studied
in advanced LIGO congurations.
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